Top Features

The innovations keep coming. eRAD is continuously developing smarter, faster ways to gain clinical and business efficiency.

Commitment to innovation. It’s why 500+ global sites rely on eRAD RIS.

eRAD RIS. Workflow matters.

**RESOURCE SCHEDULING**

This new RIS module evaluates potential appointment timeslots based on the availability and skills of the staff required, including the tech and radiologist. The scheduler automatically has information about who is available and what their skills are, and whether they have hit a daily maximum.

**BENEFIT**

Optimal scheduling.

**ENHANCED INTEGRATIONS: RADAR NUDGE**

Any authorized recipient of a RADAR Nudge message can now view a patient’s reports and images in the Connect Provider Portal or view the patient’s folder in eRAD RIS—with one click directly from the Nudge conversation. The sender of the Nudge message controls availability of the links to Connect or RIS, and all messaging is HIPAA-compliant.

**BENEFIT**

Stronger clinical collaboration.

**CLINICAL TASKS WORKFLOW**

Tasks are simply items that need to be addressed outside of a standard workflow. Created at any point in the workflow by a radiologist or any user of the RIS, tasks are a way of communicating, and documenting, a need—such as a request for priors, for a specific kind of follow-up, or for a data correction. The Clinical Tasks worklist ensures that tasks are tracked and managed.

**BENEFIT**

Higher-quality care.

**ENHANCED INTERFACE WITH IMAGINE**

For customers that also use Imagine Billing, a patient’s outstanding balance can now be displayed upon scheduling or registering that patient. The interface to Imagine’s web service makes collection easier and more accurate.

**BENEFIT**

Better collection rates.

**VISUALIZING WITH DIGITAL FORMS**

Digital forms allow the technologist to use a drawing tool to visually represent an abnormality for radiologist review, rather than typing out a description. Previous versions had supported this kind of clear documentation for breast imaging, and now any body part can be used as a background for visual documentation.

**BENEFIT**

More accurate communication.

“One of the great aspects of eRAD RIS development is that it’s so collaborative. We connect with regulatory experts, and that can drive a new feature. Customers give us feedback, and that can drive a new feature. We’re able to incorporate new ideas into the software very quickly, and with a direct impact on patient care.”

_— Hilary Saltmarsh_

Product Manager
PHYSICIAN & PATIENT PORTALS

CONNECT

Multi-Language Support
End users of Connect, eRAD's Patient & Physician Portals, can now select a preferred language for the interface. Once selected, that language becomes the default presentation.

BENEFIT
Improved relationships.

Marketing Campaigns
Connect, eRAD's Physician & Provider Portals, now supports the creation of media-rich marketing campaigns on the sites. Providers can leverage the portals to display useful information for patients and referring physicians. Supported graphic and media assets include HTML, Javascript, CSS, and image files.

BENEFIT
Stronger customer loyalty.

Custom Text
Providers can control the text that appears when patients or physicians use the online ordering/scheduling workflow in the portals. The custom instructions ensure that end users of Connect are guided to schedule according to the imaging provider's policies.

BENEFIT
More efficient scheduling.

PROTOCOL WORKFLOW

Radiologists can seamlessly communicate desired protocol adjustments to technologists to ensure procedures are performed at the highest possible quality, in accordance with the patient's particular clinical history and medical appropriateness.

BENEFIT
Increased image quality.

LAUNCH APPLICATIONS FROM RIS

Any external executable application can be launched from eRAD RIS. A button can be added to the interface, and multiple executables can be defined, each with its own custom settings.

BENEFIT
Higher productivity.

“We’re bringing much greater precision to patient care through our innovations in I.T.—on the clinical side and the business side.”

Howard Berger, M.D.
CEO of RadNet

And did you know about...

Artificial Intelligence in eRAD RIS
Artificial intelligence processes data in a way that is similar to how the human brain works. eRAD is uniquely positioned to leverage AI and is prototyping several different algorithms.

The first under implementation adjusts the Amount to Collect, based on AI analysis of study data. It has proven an extremely accurate way to improve billing.

BENEFIT
A better patient experience.